SAM 600 of Australia Newsletter, Issue No.140

January - March, 2017.

A busy pit area at the recent Oldtimer weekend at Echuca. Weather co-operated nicely resulting in a great weekend.
Below are the winners in Oldtimer Texaco L to R Lyn Clifford 2nd, Kevin Fryer 1st and Steve Gullock 3rd.

April 12th---17th
Easter

Canowindra, NSW. SAM Champs Down Under.
SAM 1788 Competition.

May 6th & 7th

Cohuna Vic /SA State champs
Saturday: 1/2A Texaco, Burford, Duration.
Sunday: Texaco, ‘38 Antique.

May 20th & 21st

Ballarat
Saturday: 1/2A Texaco, Burford, Duration.
Sunday: Texaco, ‘38 Antique, Climb & Glide.
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The Stare by Edwin Howe from Flying Models 1955 81in span.
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PDF Plan: http://outerzone.co.uk/download_this_plan.asp?ID=1179

FROM THE PRESIDENT

Kevin Fryer.
The first event for the year was the Roy Rob which was won by Col Collyer, not bad for a
first time entry in the event.
Vintage Gliders was called off due to a strong wind. Foam gliders clashed with Roy Rob
events so we will have to be better organised next time.
The rules changes worked out ok with no great surprises. Peter van de Waterbeemd has
submitted them to the MAAA.
There was an electric flight meeting coming at V.A.R.M.’s, so the two Brians and I thought
we should attend. I decided to fit up a duration model to see how much you had to change
things to get the C of G correct. I took the engine out of my standard duration Cumulus and went to see Xerxes
Cooper of XC-PC RC Models and with rule book in hand he selected a prop, spinner, speed controller, motor and battery. All I had to do was to machine up an adapter to fit the motor on to the fire wall, the prop was in the correct
place and the C of G was spot on. The model won its first event at Echuca thanks to Xerxe’s expert help.
The weather at Echuca could not have been better. I was very lucky with the lift. Some days you can’t do a thing
wrong!
Steve Gullock has turned 60 and his son, Jason, and his wife had his twin grand sons at a get together. If any one
knows how to grow a second set of eyes in the back of your head could you please let Steve know.
Have to get a couple of models completed for Canowindra, will see you all at the next comp.
Be safe,
Kevin Fryer.

CONTEST CO-ORDINATORS REPORT

Brian Laughton
Hi Fellas
Another three months has past since the last report and I am pleased to say that we have
had two comps and both were in terrific weather and we had great attendances with a minimum of damage making it very enjoyable for the flyers.
We were very pleased to see some of our newer members in attendance such as Gavin Dunn,
Bob Wilson, Stuart Sinclair, Steve and Greg Jenkinson and Col Collyer along with all the older
members, we hope they enjoyed it enough to keep coming to our comps, as the old saying
goes “the more the merrier”.
We were very pleased to see the good roll up for the electric events at Echuca and with more people flying both I/C
and Electric in the same class we may have to make some changes to accommodate both disciplines in the allocated
time, some suggestions from the members would be appreciated.
Well that’s all I have to report so see you all at Cohuna in early May for the Vic/SA State Champs. I believe there is
a large contingent of flyers coming from SA so get cracking on making those models go better and let’s hope the
weather is as kind to us as it was for the first two comps this year.
Cheers,
Brian Laughton.
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ROY ROBlNSON TROPHY 2017 OLDTlMER.
Report from Brian Laughton.

Photos from Graeme Gulbin.

Hi Fellas
The Weather Bureau gave us a reasonable weather forecast for the long weekend of the 28 th &
29th January. We had Antique Glider scheduled for Saturday and then Texaco and Duration for
Sunday.
Unfortunately, the wind on Saturday was past our cut-off point and it was agreed amongst the
fliers to hold it over until Sunday.
Sunday dawned very calm and stayed that way until mid-afternoon. First event was Texaco with
14 entries, the most for some time and thanks all you chaps that went to the trouble of getting
there.
The only casualty of the event was me as my Bomber lost contact about 2 minutes into the flight and spiraled in just
outside the field. When I was looking for my model I looked up and saw so many models in the air it looked like a
flock of very large birds. I must say this was one of the best events we have had for years.
During the fly-off there were models almost landing and then they would catch lift and up they would go. At one
stage I saw Steve Gullock, Col Collyer, Ian Robinson and Don Grant almost on the ground. I turned away for a moment then looked back only to see the 4 of them going up like elevators and needless to say the flight times were
enormous with first place scoring 41m55s and even 4 th place came in at 34m20s, and in almost dead calm conditions, a
perfect contest.
Electric Texaco had only 1 entry, Gavin Dunn and as well as winning this event he did the good samaritan and took
Norm Campbell to Casey Hospital after Norm tried to tune his motor through a rotating prop.
Then lunch, and I know I rave on about the great food we get at lunch time at the clubs we fly at. but honestly everyone agreed that the hamburgers with the lot that Peter Harris cooks at the P & DARCS canteen are the best ever,
even better than my wife cooks and that’s saying something.
Next event was Duration with 11 entries and the wind was picking up speed. There was some mechanical casualties
with Lyn Clifford and Don Grant's Y S 63's both having trouble and our star photographer, Graeme Gulbin, having
radio trouble. The lift wasn't so kind to us in this event with only 2 getting in the flyoff with Kevin Fryer and his
McCoy60 powered Playboy coming in first and “Mr. catch a thermal” Col Collyer a close second 30 seconds behind.
Electric Duration saw 2 entries with Gavan Dunn coming in 1 st.
By now it was 4 pm and rather windy so it was agreed amongst the fliers of Antique Glider not to go ahead with this
event.
So ended one of the best days weather-wise and member attendance for a very long time and to cap it all off the
Roy Robinson Trophy overall was won by a relatively new chum to our form of the hobby, “Mr. catch a thermal” Col
Collyer, a very popular win and a well deserved result.
Thank you all again for making the effort to come to this event, your attendance made this a very pleasant and memorable day out. Thanks also go to all the members of P&DARCS for putting on this day for us, particularly the chaps
in the kitchen. I hope our good attendance secures for us this very prestigious event for many more years.
Brian L

ROY ROBlNSON TROPHY OLDTlMER
28th-29th January, 2017
Results for lC Power
OLDTIMER TEXACO
Name

Model

Engine

Sec/cc

Rd 1

Rd 2

Rd 3

Rd 4

F/O

TOTAL

1

Col Collyer

Bomber

O S 46d

24

600

600

600

2515

4315

2

Ian Robinson

Bomber

O S 60

21

600

600

600

2137

3937

3

Steve Gullock

Bomber

Enya 53

15

600

600

600

2131

3931

4

Don Grant

Bomber

Anderson Spitfire

24

600

600

600

2060

3860

5

Lyn Clifford

Racer

Enya 60

18

600

600

489

600

834

2634

6

Kevin Fryer

Cumulus

Foster 99

24

600

468

600

600

629

2429

7

Stuart Sinclair

MG2

Saito 56

18

600

600

594

388

1588

8

Graeme Gulbin

Bomber

O S 60

18

L/O

503

600

458

1561

9

Trevor Boundy

Westerner

O S 60

21

426

402

225

370

1198

10

Steve Jenkinson

RC1

A S P 52

18

600

380

730

1053

11

Brian Dowie

Bomber

O S 60

15

175

386

600

988

12

Pat Keely

Airborne

O S 60

15

L/O

600

600
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OLDTIMER DURATION

Name

Model

Engine

Rd 1

Rd 2

Rd 3

Rd 4

F/O

TOTAL

1

Kevin Fryer

Playboy

Mc Coy 60

40

42

420

420

507

1767

2

Col Collyer

Stardust

Dubjet 40

25

420

420

420

477

1737

3

Steve Jenkinson

RC1

A S P 40

25

420

420

393

215

1233

4

Stuart Sinclair

Playboy

A S P 32

25

420

420

379

388

1228

5

Trevor Boundy

RC1

Anderson 65

40

304

420

420

228

1144

6

Ian Robinson

Playboy

Saito 65

32

420

269

420

255

1109

7

Steve Gullock

Playboy

Enya 30

25

231

420

249

8

Don Grant

Playboy

Y S 63

28

420

420

9

Pat Keely

Bomber

O S 56

32

420

420

10

Graeme Gulbin

Playboy

O S 32

25

260

260

900
840

ROY ROBlNSON TROPHY OLDTlMER
28th-29th January, 2017
Results from CD for Electric Power
ELECTRIC TEXACO
Name
1

Model

Gavin Dunn

Engine

CC/sec

Bomber

Rd 1

Rd 2

600

600

Rd 1

Rd 2

Rd 3

Rd 4

F/O

TOTAL
1200

ELECTRIC DURATION
Name

Model

Engine

CC/Sec

Rd 3

Rd 4

F/O

TOTAL

1

Gavin Dunn

Hayseed

600

600

787

1987

2

Bob Wilson

Playboy

600

600

745

1945

Sunday’s Roy Robinson Trophy flight line at P&DARCS - note the great weather.
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Don Grant (R) and Ted Arnet talk things over.
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Ian Robinson’s Lanzo being released in fly off.

Texaco placings (L to R) 2nd Ian Robinson 1st Col Collyer 3rd Steve Gullock.

Time to leave - Bob Wilson approaching to land in
Electric Duration.

Roly, Event Organizer for P&DARCS.
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Electric Duration 1st Gavin Dunn, 2nd Bob Wilson.
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Graeme Gulbin gets his Bomber airborne in Texaco.

Duration placings 2nd Col Colyer 1st Kevin Fryer 3rd Steve Jenkinson.

Trevor Boundy’s Westerner flew in the Texaco event.

Some of the Vintage Gliders at the event.
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“The Stebbings Memorial” Champ of Champs - 2017
Event

1st Place

2nd Place

3rd Place

Number
In
Fly Off

ROY ROBINSON 29th January, 2017

PROGRESSIVE POINTS
I/C
Kevin Fryer

23

1st

Texaco

Col Collyer

Steve Gullock

Don Grant

5

Col Collyer

15

2nd

Duration

Kevin Fryer

Col Collyer

Steve Jenkinson

4

Don Grant

11

3rd

Electric Texaco

Gavin Dunn

1

Lyn Clifford

11

3rd

Electric Duration

Gavin Dunn

2

Robert Taylor

9

4th

Steve Gullock

7

5th

Bob Wilson

ECHUCA 25th-26th March, 2017
Texaco

Kevin Fryer

Lyn Clifford

Steve Gullock

6

Steve Jenkinson

5

6th

Electric Texaco

Steve Gullock

Roger Mitchell

Laurie Baldwin

2

Graeme Gulbin

1

7th

Duration

Col Collyer

Lyn Clifford

Don Grant

4

Electric Duration

Kevin Fryer

Roger Mitchell

Laurie Baldwin

3

½A Texaco

Robert Taylor

Kevin Fryer

Don Grant

4

Elec ½A Texaco

Steve Jenkinson

Col Collyer

Laurie Baldwin

8

Burford Event

Kevin Fryer

Steve Jenkinson

Lyn Clifford

3

‘38 Antique

Kevin Fryer

Col Collyer

Don Grant

5

VIC/SA State Champs 6th-7th May, 2017

BALLARAT 21st-22nd May, 2017

th

ECHUCA 9 -10

th

September.2017

COHUNA 11th-12th November, 2017

BALLARAT 26th November, 2017

PROGRESSIVE POINTS
ELECTRIC
Gavin Dunn

8

1st

Steve Jenkinson

8

1st

Roger Mitchell

8

1st

Col Collyer

6

2nd

Laurie Baldwin

6

2nd

Steve Gullock

6

2nd

Kevin Fryer

6

2nd

Bob Wilson

3

3rd

Graeme Gulbin

2

4th

Lyn Clifford

2

4th
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Don Broggini

From Larry Davidson
samchamp@jetbroadband.com

Hi Guys, More bad news.
My life long dear friend and well known designer
of many models, including "The Stardust Special"
has gone to the great flying field in heaven on 9
January, 2017.
I received this news yesterday from Don's Daughter, Nancy Rodgers. I got a lump in my throat
when I read this . We spent many hours together
at my home and on the phone. Don Broggini was
just an amazing man.
Don had three different engineering degrees and
worked and retired from Grumman many years ago.
When I asked Don any questions about aerodynamics or modelling in general he easily gave me the
answer and reason for the answer in language I
could understand but never talked down to me.
Don was one of the smartest men I've had the
pleasure of calling my friend. He will be sorely
missed.
The photo of Don was taken in my home many
years ago.
The photo of the Stardust Special was the first
Stardust Special that I built after the plans were
approved by SAM. Silk & Dope (of course).
Larry
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“Stardust Special” by Don Broggini

Taken from The Thermaleer #60 and printed
by kind permission of “SAM Speaks”
The “Stardust Special was recently approved
by SAM as an Old Timer design. It was designed in 1940 in two sizes, to fly with a Bantam 19 or an O&R 23. The airplane features
the excellent NACA 6409 airfoil and a high
aspect ratio wing. These features give higher
lift and lower drag. The plane has a blended
fuselage/pylon for low drag, light weight and
strength. Also contributing to low drag is the
spinner, cowl, one wheel landing gear, and a fuselage with a minimal cross section area.
Several sizes of this plane were developed for
Class A and B. The plan shows two different
wingspans, two different fuselage lengths, and
several fin sizes. The wings, fuselages and tails
are all interchangeable. The basic wing has a
span of 50 inches, with an area of 276 square
inches flat and 268 projected. The higher aspect ratio wing, with the same chord, has a
span of 55 1/2 and an area of 308 flat, 300
projected.

Stardust Special with designer Donald Broggini

A suitable engine is the Bantam 19 or Ohlsson
23, each of which were used during the Old
Timer era, and more recently the Elfin 2.49cc
or any similar engine.
I had not flown a “Stardust Special” since
1947, and a few years ago Larry Davidson
(noted modeller in Free Flight and three times
SAM Grand Champion R/C) noticed the design
and decided to build one. He completed his
Elfin powered model in late 1996, and commented at a club meeting that the plane has the
most outstanding climb and glide he has seen
and that the transition from any altitude could
not be better.

Larry Davidson with “Stardust Special” and Harley

DESCRIPTION OF THE STARDUST SPECIAL

(Notes from the plan)

This plans has several features that contribute to its outstanding performance:
a) The excellent NACA 6409 airfoil, thin, low drag, high lift.
b) A high aspect ratio wing that gives higher lift and lower drag.
c) A blended fuselage/pylon for low drag, light weight and strength.
d) Low drag, cowl, spinner, and one wheel landing gear.
NOTES, HINTS AND TIP:
1) The motor location shown is approximate. Lighter motors, such as Bantam 19, may require a more forward location
for proper CG than the heavier Ohlsson 23 shown. However, it is suggested that the most aft motor location possible be used for any motor. This may be accomplished by construction a lighter aft end (light wood, covering,
finish) and by moving components forward.
A more forward motor location, if required, may be obtained by:
a) Extending the motor mounts and cowl forward or
b) By doing “a” and also moving the firewall and landing gear forward. The pylon is unchanged. It is therefore
best to initially have the motor mounts extra long and then trim to proper length as late in construction as possible.
2) Fuselage part number F-7 is optional and may be omitted. It’s intended purpose was to provide an attachment
point for a full cowl. An optional longer fuselage is shown by a line and hashes. Length is 27 inches, actual cross
section area is 8.02 square inches, required minimum cross section is 7.29 square inches. Figure #1 shows the
pylon, forward of F-3 covered with a material having little or no ability to handle compound curves, such as silkspan applied dry. Figure #2 shows the pylon, forward of F-3 covered with a material able to handle compound
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curves, such as silk or silkspan applied wet. With this technique F-8 may be omitted or retained.
3) Wing rib cap strips 1/16 x 1/4 are optional. If used, the preferred method is with the cap strip on top of the rib
only. The 2 15/16 inches polyhedral tip dimension may be increased to 3 3/4 inches. A higher aspect ratio wing
may be built by adding 2 3/4 inches to each wing half, resulting in a wing span of 55 1/2 inches. The chord, dihedral and polyhedral remain the same. Projected wing area is 300 sq. inches, flat area is 308 inches.
4) Several versions of the plane are presented. The fuselages, wings, and tails are all interchangeable.
5) The CG is 3 3/4 inches aft of the leading edge (64%).
6) The plane climbs to the right and glides left. A right climb and a right glide should be as good or better. Use
some wash-in on the right main wing panel, flat left main panel, flat (or small but equal washout) on both outer
panels, and motor down-thrust.

Further Notes on Stardust Special from Don Broggini (regarding the early FF Stardust Special)
STARDUST SPECIAL - INSTRUCTIONS
GENERAL:
A multi-spar wing was briefly tried and was found to be structurally unsatisfactory. A structurally strengthened
version may be accomplished by the addition of 1/16 inch vertically grained sheet balsa shear webs to 1/8 inch
square spruce top and bottom main spars. These two spars are located about one third the chord behind the leading
edge. Two other spars 1/8 inch square balsa (or 1/16 x 1/8 inch spruce) are located on top between the leading edge
and main spar. For the outboard panel, all spars are balsa, the main spars being very hard balsa. Shear webs are not
required outboard of the poly break. The dihedral splice is 1/16 inch birch ply, the polyhedral splice 1/32 inch ply,
leading edge is 1/4 inch square balsa, trailing edge is 1/8 x 1/2 inch balsa.
RADIO CONTROL:
The large vertical tail and short fuselage are recommended. SAM rules permit the plane to be scaled up or down as
desired. For electric power with an “05” electric geared motor, and a 7 cell battery, the plane should be scaled up
by a linear factor of between 1.43 (span = 70 1/2 inches, area = 564 sq.inches, wing chord = 8.4 inches) and a factor
of 1.5 (span = 75 inches, area = 621 sq.inches, chord = 8 13/16 inches).
FREE FLIGHT:
The small vertical tail and long fuselage are recommended. Keying wing and tail securely are vital.
Dethermalizer, use a pop up tail 45 degrees.
A Stabilizer platform 1 1/2 x 1/2 inches made from 1/16 inch birch ply glued to the fuselage under the front of the
stabilizer is recommended. This is also useful in radio control should a removable tail be used.
Recommended is a rudder trim tab of triangular shape with a vertical hinge line of 2 inches and a base (chord) of
7/16 inches. This base is 5/16 inches above the stab’s trailing edge. The tab is adjustable to the right side only. A
2-56 screw adjusts the tab.
Decalage, (incidence difference between wing and stabilizer) is fine tuned during test flying.
Wing Wash-in, 1/8 to 3/32 inches is used only on the right main panel, i.e. leading edge up at the poly break. The
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wash-in’s main function is to keep the right wing up during the right climb.
Wing Balance, right side slightly heavier than left.
Covering, use a stiff material, such as silkspan or silk. The left and right wing rib bay adjacent to the dihedral break
may be reinforced by double covering, or by light 1/16 inch sheet, etc.
Thrust Line for a high power, light-weight plane, start flight testing with 4 or 5 degrees down, 1 degree left.
An engine which has worked well with this plane is the Elfin 2.49cc (.15 cu inch) with a 9x4 propeller, or Bantam 19
with a 9x4 prop, or an Ohlsson 23 with a 10x3 1/2 inch prop. Other similar engines may be used.
The flight pattern is right climb, right glide. Check everything, warps, CG, keys, etc. Hand glide and trim as required. For the first power flight have the rudder trim tab 1/16 inch to the right. Use short motor runs of 4 seconds with mild fuel close to or at full power for initial flights. Launch steeply nose up, slightly to the right of wind.
Adjust the climb with decalage/rudder tab/thrust line. The rudder tab is usually moved no more than .010 inches
(less than 1/64 inch, i.e. 1/4 to 1/2 turn on the tab adjusting screw). Glide is adjusted with stab tilt for turn, right
tip up gives right turn. The glide’s longitudinal trim is adjusted with fore or aft CG trim. When the short motor run
pattern looks good, still using mild fuel, increase subsequent motor runs one second at a time. If further adjustments are made, start over with the short motor run/s. Now the above process is repeated starting with 4 second
motor runs but with more potent fuel and peak power but with more potent fuel and peak power. Due to possible
minute un-detectable changes, begin each flying session with short motor runs.

Comments from Dave Harding regarding “modern” R/C Stardust Specials.
We are all going to miss Don Broggini. Indeed, my earlier research for the SS article included searching the net for
Don Broggini. He was not only an accomplished modeller and subsequently an aircraft designer for Grumman, but he
was an outstanding sailor competing and winning championships in the sailing club contests in the Long Island area.
My experience with SS models is that the wing structure is a problem.
Herewith is a jpg of the two wing/rib designs, which I took from the
Tom Hunt plan.
My experiences started with a 350 sq. inch 59.5 inch span model which I
flew in Texaco and LMR to the SAM US rules in 2003. I have attached
a picture of the model after the first and only test flight in early January before heading off to the Southwest Regionals at Eloy in Arizona.
The wing is the high aspect ratio design with the multi-spar construction. I had added some diagonal semi ribs between the spar and the LE
for torsional stiffness. Covering was a lightweight film.
Once in the “warm” Arizona desert I decided I needed a trim flight before the competition so I went out early in the (freezing) desert morning and made one LMR flight. This model weighed 19 ounces and was
powered by an excellent MM Extreme brushless motor pulling maybe 180
watts. The wing fluttered on the climb! Fortunately I was able to buy
some Fibre Film and double covered the leading edge for the fix.

The 350 sq. inch Stardust Special - first flight.

But I mention this because a stiff wing has always
been a requirement on all my subsequent SS models.
I bring this up because I wonder if some words to
the effect that the “instructions” particularly regarding wing design are indeed Broggini’s comments
that apply to the original models. Modern models
with higher power require a stiffer wing, usually
with the LE sheeted design.

TRIVIA

Which of these Heart Medications got
its start as a Rat Poison?

Dave Harding with his Electric 1400 sq. inch Stardust Special.
See build blog at: http://dhaerotech.com/1400ss.htm

Propranolol

Warfarin

Minoxidil

Nitro-Glycerine
Answer
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The heart medication warfarin, sold primarily under the brand
name Coumadin in the United States, is a heart drug dating back
to the 1950s. How warfarin became a commonly prescribed blood
thinner for patients with heart conditions, however, isn’t as simple as “Well, back in the 1950s
they made it in a lab.”, but is instead a winding 20th century journey.
In the early 1920s, there was an outbreak of a previously unrecognized cattle disease in the
northern U.S. and Canada: cattle were haemorrhaging blood after minor medical procedures and
sometimes even spontaneously. The source of the disease was traced, through research conducted by Canadian veterinary pathologist Frank Schofield, to the cattle eating mouldy silage
derived from sweet clover crops and that something within the crops was acting as a very powerful anticoagulant agent.
While he was able to conclusively show it was the mouldy sweet clover that did the animals in,
the mechanism of action was unclear. It wasn’t until a series of experiments in the 1930s at the
University of Wisconsin isolated the anticoagulant in the spoiled silage that researchers were
able to make headway in giving the compound, dicoumarol, a chance at being used for practical
applications.
The first practical application wasn’t treating heart patients, however, but as a rodenticide. The first commercial
application of the compound, in 1948, was on farms and in cities killing off rodents. Warfarin is odourless and tasteless, which makes it perfect for mixing into bait stations to poison rats and mice. It wasn’t until 1954 that the drug
was first used as a blood thinner in humans, but it quickly gained widespread acceptance. By 1955, it was considered
so safe that it was prescribed to President Eisenhower after his heart attack.

Answer: Warfarin

THE DEAD COW LECTURE
First-year students at the Purdue School of Veterinarian Medicine were attending their first anatomy class with a
real dead cow. They all gathered around the surgery table with the body covered with a white sheet.
The professor started the class by telling them, "In Veterinary medicine it is necessary to have two important qualities as a doctor. The first is that you not be disgusted by anything involving an animal’s body." For an example, the
professor pulled back the sheet, stuck his finger in the butt of the cow, withdrew it, and stuck his finger in his
mouth. "Go ahead and do the same thing," he told his students.
The students freaked out, hesitated for several minutes, but eventually took turns sticking a finger in the butt of
the dead cow and, sucked on it.......followed by assorted gagging, retching and spitting, etc.
When everyone had finished wiping their faces, the Professor looked at them and said, "The second most important
quality is observation. I stuck in my middle finger and sucked on my index finger. Now learn to pay attention. Life is
tough but it's even tougher if you're stupid."
Hi Bob,
Thanks for the picture!!
We really had a blast that
day. Paul Gilliam took the
picture. I won high time
and Danny Lutz suggested a
climbing contest between
Denny and I. The Civvy Boy
out-climbed the Ultra Hogan, much to my surprise.
Danny was the judge. The
Civvy Boy flew left-left
due to a bad repair job on
my part. Previously, the
Civvy boy had glided into
telephone wires and cut
the left main panel in half.
I glued the wing together,
at home, and never looked
at the alignment. I had
built in 3/8 wash-in in the
left main. It sure wasn't
going to fly right without
rolling so I flew it LL. It
made 3 circles in 20 seconds and popped out like a
HL Glider. I think the Civvy
Boy 66 is the best one of
the series.
Thermals,
Gene Wallock.
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STAN PILGRIM’S VINTAGE
ENGINES
CIE 10

The American C.I.E (Compression Ignition Engines) range
of engines is shrouded in mystery. The question is “Did
the company every manufacture a 0.10 cubic inch
(1.64cc) sized engine?”
CIE first advertised their 10 in 1946. In 1947 they
were reputed to have bored the engine slightly and marketed it with a displacement of 0.14 cubic inches.
Again in 1947 the CIE supposedly received another bore
increase which brought it up to 0.15 cubic inches. Did
the company ever market a 0.10 cubic inch sized engine?
I have been told the answer is no.
My engine is very well made and has a nice crankcase

When you look at the engine you might notice the bent
wire compression screw lever and the shape of the end
of the fuel needle valve. Both are original features of
the engine and are quite practical for tuning purposes.
On the test bench the engine was a delight to use and I
was impressed with the constant one flick starts after
usual finger choke.
The engine swung a “Magnum” 9 x 4½ inch propeller at a
steady 7,500 rpm and took three minutes to drain its
small fuel tank.
I also fitted a 10½ x 7 inch “Magnum” propeller just to
see what would happen and after reducing the compression setting slightly the result was a steady 5,500 rpm.
The CIE 10 is now a rare engine to find and all the engines I know of are the same capacity (2.5cc) as mine.

casting that is thought to have come from Italy. Were
the castings left over from a failed Italian engine project?
The engine is numbered 1600 and has a 1/2 inch
(12.7mm) bore with a long 3/4 inch (19mm) stroke to give
it a capacity of 0.15 cubic inches (2.5cc). It is also rather heavy with an all up mass of 176 grams.

The company probably had every intention of building a
“10” and may have even produced a few prototypes but
were probably disappointed with the meagre power output for such a large and heavy engine hence the capacity
the capacity increase. Just imagine what the bore
stroke ratio might have been – 13/32 inch bore with a
3/4 inch stroke (10.3mm x 19mm)?
Why was it named the CIE 10 instead of CIE 15?
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PDF Plan: http://outerzone.co.uk/download_this_plan.asp?ID=5717
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Sailplane School - D.G. 67
By

Giulio Dorio

In the presentation of this particular model sailplane.
It designed and built in 1940 by a model airplane Italian most
creative and prolific, which is the mythical GIULIO DORIO,
which is, among other things, be one of the most played in either Free flight, Radio assisted, even sometimes as a model
school. or at least for those who are first "weapons", both in
Italy and abroad, especially in countries such as America, Australia, Austria, Germany, England, Argentina, etc., which is
rooted a particularly conservative, I just present only the
triptych the design we have on file and the (slightly different)
which it was published in the English magazine "Silent Flight
1991".
The thing is not born by chance, but in the wake created the
request, however, it appreciated by many, the Regional Representative of the Friuli Bruno Chiaranti who requested to be
included in our Calendar National Sport of 2004, a "Special
Event" dedicated to a only model then, dedicated to the occasion of Julius Dorio models, in particular for the D.G.67, on the
occasion of C. N. RA, programmed for the 26/27 June 2004,
on the airfield ARIZONA 2001 in Udine,
For those interested, I inform you that the scale drawings 1/1,
that the good Giulio entrusted Archives of Italy SAM: (No.
V027 version V.L.) & (V026 Code R.A. version), are well explanatory and well detailed, and their cost of reproduction (in size)
is E.10,00. each shipping (Priority) included.
Hoping that the thing can be acceptable, and that in that occasion, to the delight of Julius and our, you have the opportunity
to admire, among others, several models of realizations Giulio
Dorio, I wish you a good job and an early goodbye.
Giampaolo Luppi
An Old Timer 1941, also suitable for aeromodellers today.
In 1940 he was appointed by the RUNA instructor of model
airplanes and I He was given the task of creating a sailplane
school. It had to be easy to manufacture, made mainly in poplar and require the minimum of equipment for the construction, as can be note from a photograph in which the table is
seen with some models work, lime, glass paper and ciottolina
with casein glue.
The student then, had at his disposal all the material for the
construction and equipment is completely free. He had to realize in life-size drawing (using a scale triptych that 1/5 it was
given) and calculated the ribs, and during the course, was to
follow some lessons devoted to the theory with the study of
the nomenclature of all flying machines and their characteristics, the basic principles of aerodynamics, calculation of the
centre of gravity, the centre of lateral thrust, profiles and
practical design method to realize the ribs and ordered with
profiles constant or variable.
I conclude this premise stating that the model was adopted in
different schools and realized in a hundred copies and that
then the model aircraft after attending the course was able to
understand the basic principles of flight.

For those who wish to pursue the realization of Old models
Timer, I realized in 1/1 scale drawing of D.G. 67, adapting to
built in balsa and I think this easy to build model, aesthetic
styling and excellent flying characteristics given its low load
wing can give great satisfaction.
WING CONSTRUCTION
The wing is constructed in two half-fins which are then joined
together with a bayonet plywood. The central part of each half
-wing is rectangular and it expects to 7 equal ribs obtained
packet with a convex concave profile.
The etremità is tapered and convex concave profile of the
first rib. It passes the same profile at the floor however,
made in the belly, even These ribs can be obtained packet preparing before the two extreme plywood to be adoperate as
templates.
The lower frame member is in one piece while the top is in two
parts that come together at the elbow and is reinforced with
an equal strip place to the front side. In many cases, since the
construction in poplar moisture was affected and easily
svergolava structures, did apply to models an aluminum wing
annealed by 3/10 fixed to the trailing edge towards the end of
the two wing panels.
FUSELAGE
First of all frames formed by a plywood sheet 3 mm. very inside then they set alleggerendole poplar on a design plan view
two side strips and apply the ordered flipped controlling their
vertical position. Pasted everyone applying the other strips
and skid plywood. The fittings of the bow, the tailplane and
wing are made of cork or agave. The horizontal and vertical
plane does not present difficulties, they the edges of plywood
and recommend ... the lightest weight. Given the lack of the
model due to the low weight and inertia to avoid possible trouble the tail surfaces are glued to the fuselage.
OVERCOATING
We adoperavamo ordinary wax paper that was available in different colours, it was glued with Arabic gum specially prepared
by us. It was sold in pieces that you had to crush, make powder and then allow it to dissolve in warm water. Once covered,
wet out the paper and for the wing let dry well fixed in a plane
because they do not you svergoli. And well then give at least a
tendicarta hand. If the surfaces are not svirgolate and if the
centre of gravity corresponds to the longitudinal member wing
for flight testing will not present difficulties; think, if you are
accustomed to launching sailplanes R.C., that this model has a
load wing-half the normal R.C., so in hand launch it be moderate in the push.
For those who want to apply the remote control I have prepared also the special version, where I provided the commands
to the tail, the application of two mini servi and a 250 mAh
battery, receiver and normal switch, all to be lighter whereas
some weight should be offset by the elimination of the front
weight. The load wing also in R.C. version is minimal, you may
well be within 15 gr / dm2. In this case the model is suitable
for slope with mild flights dynamic.
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Sailplane School - D.G. 67
by

Giulio Dorio
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ECHUCA OLDTIMER WEEKEND 25th-26th MARCH 2017
Report from Brian Laughton.

Photos from Graeme Gulbin.

Hi Fellas
At our first country comp for the year at Echuca, where we all love to fly because of the friendly people at the club, the weather
forecast was for a perfect weekend and for once the forecast didn't let us down, perfect weather both days and a very good
turn up in all events.
Saturday started off with 1/2A Texaco which had 13 entries, 5 in I/C and 8 in Electric and the only person that didn't get into
the flyoff had radio trouble and didn't fly. There were plenty of thermals and very little wind with Rob Taylor coming in first
with nearly 23 minutes, his first ½A win since his garage fire. “Good on Ya” Rob, and Steve Jenkinson taking out Electric ½A Texaco with a 20 minute flight.
Then the Echuca boys put on their superb lunch and after that we all went back to flying Burford. This had 5 entries and it was
agreed that they would fly only 1 flight and then the flyoff. Unfortunately Don Grant didn't change his model on the transmitter
and blew his creep to pieces on launching - a lesson we all learn at sometime or other. Three of the remaining 4 flyers got into
the flyoff with Kevin Fryer starting his winning run.
The next event was the GT of Oldtimers, Duration and we had 9 entries in I/C and 4 in Electric. The thermals were a bit scarce
in this event with only 4 getting into I/C and 3 in Electric flyoffs. Our SILLY OLD BUGGERS club has a new member and not as
old as the rest of us - Lyn Clifford - he stuck his hand in the prop of his YS at full revs. We all thought he was going to pass out
and started running in different directions in case he needed mouth to mouth, YUCK! Welcome aboard the club Lyn.
I/C in this event was taken out by Col Colyer flying the late Brian Stebbing's Stardust Special. Boy, does that thing climb! Electric Duration was won by Kevin Fryer for his second win of the day with his recently converted Cumulus. It just goes to show you
don't have to be a Greeney to make the best use of electricity.
Day one was over and off to the Working Man’s Club for dinner.
Sunday dawned a little windy but as the day wore on it dropped and became variable. First event was Texaco with 8 entries in I/C
and 3 in Electric. There was plenty of lift with 6 in I/C and 2 in Electric getting into the flyoff. Again lift was in abundance and
again first place going to Kevin Fryer with a 31 minute flight and all flyoff times were over 20 minutes In Electric Texaco I must
have jinxed Laurie Baldwin by saying that his model was a very reliable model and that he had been flying it for a long time only to
have it crash in the second round. Sorry Laurie. The Electric Texaco event was taken out by the ever popular Steve Gullock.
The last event of the day was ‘38 Antique with 6 entries. All except Rob Taylor got into the flyoff and, for his fourth victory of
the weekend, was won by Kevin Fryer, flying the same Cumulus that he won Texaco with but with a change of prop and fuel.
Of the 7 comps Kevin entered he won 4 of them this must be some sort of a record, a just reward for all the time and effort
Kevin puts into the hobby.
On behalf of all the SAM 600 members that attended thank you Echuca club for a fantastic weekend, everybody had a marvelous
time.
Brian Laughton.

ECHUCA 25-26 March 2017

Results from the Contest Director for Electric Power
ELECTRIC 1/2A TEXACO
Name

Model

Rd 1

Rd 2

Rd 3

Rd 4

F/O

TOTAL

1

Steve Jenkinson

Stardust Special

600

600

1205

2405

2

Col Collyer

Playboy

600

600

1170

2370

3

Laurie Baldwin

Stardust Special

600

600

1136

2336

4

Kevin Fryer

Atomiser

600

600

1024

2224

5

Lyn Clifford

Stardust Special

600

600

917

2117

6

Steve Gullock

Lanzo Racer

600

600

803

2003

7

Graeme Gulbin

Stardust Special

600

600

L/O

1200

7

Roger Mitchell

Red Ripper

600

600

L/O

1200

Model

Rd 1

Rd 2

F/O

TOTAL

ELECTRIC TEXACO
Name

Rd 3

Rd 4

1

Steve Gullock

Dallaire

600

600

838

2038

2

Roger Mitchell

Lanzo Bomber

600

600

816

2016

3

Laurie Baldwin

Lanzo Bomber

600

590

1190

ELECTRIC DURATION
Name

Model

Rd 1

Rd 2

Rd 3

1

Kevin Fryer

Cumulus

391

420

2

Roger Mitchell

Playboy

240

420

3

Laurie Baldwin

Westerner

420

420

4

Steve Gullock

Lil Diamond

210

420

F/O

TOTAL

420

700

1540

420

660

1500

620

1460

284

Rd 4

704
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Results from the Contest Director for IC Engines
OLDTIMER ½A TEXACO
Name

Model

Engine

CC/sec

Rd 1

Rd 2

Rd 3

Rd 4

F/O

TOTAL

420

1375

2215

1

Robert Taylor

Stardust Special

Cox

420

420

384

2

Kevin Fryer

Cumulus

Cox

420

420

420

1200

2040

3

Don Grant

Anderson Pylon

Cox

420

420

420

894

1734

4

Lyn Clifford

Stardust Special

Cox

420

420

420

881

1721

5

Brian Dowie

Lanzo Bomber

Cox

DNF

OLDTIMER TEXACO
Name

Model

Engine

CC/Sec

Rd 1

Rd 2

Rd 3

1

Kevin Fryer

Cumulus

Forster 99 ing

24

600

600

2

Lyn Clifford

Lanzo Racer

Enya 60

18

600

3

Steve Gullock

Lanzo Bomber

Enya 53

15

4

Graeme Gulbin

Lanzo Bomber

OS 60

5

Col Collyer

Lanzo Bomber

5

Don Grant

6
7

Rd 4

F/O

TOTAL

600

1897

3697

600

600

1800

3600

600

600

600

1560

3360

18

600

600

600

1357

3157

OS 46 D

10

600

600

600

L/O

1800

Lanzo Bomber

Anderson Spitfire

24

600

600

600

L/O

1800

Brian Dowie

Lanzo Bomber

OS 60

15

342

600

600

445

1645

Robert Taylor

Lanzo Airborne

OS 61

18

600

600

444

419

1644

Rd 4

OLDTIMER DURATION

Name

Model

Engine

CC/sec

Rd 1

Rd 2

Rd 3

F/O

TOTAL

1

Col Collyer

Stardust Special

Dubjet 40

25

420

420

420

983

2243

2

Lyn Clifford

LanzoRacer

YS 63

28

420

420

420

772

2032

3

Don Grant

Playboy

YS 63

28

420

420

420

487

1747

4

Robert Taylor

Playboy

YS 63

28

420

420

420

418

1678

5

Brendan Taylor

Playboy

YS 63

28

397

420

420

6

Kevin Fryer

Playboy

McCoy60

40

420

347

L/O

767

7

Steve Jenkinson

RC 1

ASP 40

25

L/O

420

291

711

8

Graeme Gulbin

Playboy

OS 32

25

324

328

9

Steve Gullock

Playboy

Enya 30

25

203

330

1237

652
203

OLDTIMER GORDON BURFORD EVENT

Name

Model

Engine

CC/sec

Rd 1

Rd 2

Rd 3

Rd 4

F/O

TOTAL

1

Kevin Fryer

Atomiser

PB

40

300

933

1233

2

Steve Jenkinson

Dixielander

BB

38

300

656

956

3

Lyn Clifford

Creep

D/O

38

300

270

570

4

G Jenkinson

Strato Flash

PB

40

138

5

Don Grant

Creep

BB

38

138
DNF

OLDTIMER ‘38 ANTIQUE

Name

Model

Engine

CC/sec

Rd 1

Rd 2

1

Kevin Fryer

Cumulus

Forster 99

192

600

600

2

Col Collyer

Flamingo

OK Super 60

144

600

L/O

3

Don Grant

RC 1

Anderson Spitfire

64

600

4

Lyn Clifford

Cadet

Atwood 60

114

5

Steve Gullock

Niclas

GB diesel

6

Robert Taylor

RC 1

Atwood 60

Rd 3

F/O

TOTAL

988

2188

889

2089

600

668

1868

600

600

598

1798

205

600

600

517

1717

95

386

351

600

600

Rd 4

986
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Clockwise from above:
1. Happy Birthday Steve Gullock. 2. Trevor Taylor releases Robert Taylor’s Playboy in Duration.
3. Don Grant
launches his ½A Texaco Anderson Pylon. 4. Greg Jenkinson
with timer Steve Gullock. 5. Don Grant hard at work. 6.
Col Collyer’s Flamingo dropping in over the hay bales.
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Clockwise from the left:
Roger Mitchell 3rd Electric
Duration.
2. Col Collyer
1st Duration.
3. Lyn
Clifford 2nd Texaco.
4. Electric Duration winners - Laurie Baldwin 2nd,
Kevin Fryer 1st, Roger
Mitchell 3rd.
5. Kevin
Fryer 1st Texaco. 6. Lyn
Clifford’s 25 y.o Cadet.
7. Cadet coming in for a
nice landing. 8. ½A Texaco winners - Kevin Fryer
2nd, Robert Taylor 1st,
Don Grant 3rd.
9. Winners Duration Lyn
Clifford 2nd, Col Collyer
1st, Don Grant 3rd.
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Shortly before the 1950 Dallas Nationals, we heard that Pan Averican
Airways was going to sponsor a special 1/2A PAA-Load Event. With
such a wide variety of good small
engines on the market, this was all
the inspiration we needed - before
long our “T” square was in action.
The design of course, had to centre
around the 1950 dummy, a required
two-ounce 4½” high problem child.
This required a deep-bellied fuselage, clearly visible in the threeview herewith. Pan American has
now eliminated this problem - the
1951 rules for this event call for a
three ounce dummy only 3” high,
permitting you to thin out the fuselage belly, by raising the lower longerons, as indicated by the broken
line on the plans. The complete
1951 PAA-Load dummy dimensions
will be found on Plate 1C.
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The PAA-Master was fully tested
before we headed for the 1950 Nationals, and proved first rate on all
counts. Minor adjustments had to
be made of course, as with all new
models, but out efforts were well
rewarded - the ship soared to first
place in this new event.
Start construction by laying out
the fuselage sides, one on top of
the other for maximum speed and
accuracy.
When dry, remove
from the plans, separate, and clean
up excess cement with a razor
blade and sanding block.
Join the sides at the tailpost position and, when the cement has
dried sufficiently, add the remaining cross pieces. We suggest you
double-coat all joints with cement,
as the fuselage will be under an
extra strain with the three-ounce
dummy.

The firewall, with the landing gear
attached, is now cemented in position. As most ½A engines are
mounted radially, if the prop strikes
an object it exerts a great deal of
strain on the firewall. For this reason we suggest you cement the firewall securely.
Once dry, slip the wheels on and
solder the retaining washers in
place. The fuselage should roll
freely in a straight line across the
floor. Should the model roll to the
right or left, correct this tendency, in
the interest of better take-offs.
Take time out at this point to make
the three-ounce dummy. Hard balsa
is suggested as the best material.
Drill a ¼”diameter hole in the base,
and add lead, hot solder, or any other ballast on hand to bring the dummy up to weight.
As soon as the (Turn to Page 23)
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wing hold-down dowels and the
mount for the dummy have been cemented into the fuselage, the cabin
celluloid should be added, and the
whole fuselage given a careful check
and final sanding.
The stabilizer is next on the list. Cut
the ribs from C stock, as this grain
resists warping best. Lay the stab
out on the plan, in the conventional
manner, selecting the straightest
wood at your command for the leading and trailing edges. Once dry, the
stab should be removed from the
plan and cleaned up with a razor and
sandpaper.
The rudder is now cut out, sanded
and cemented in place. Be sure that
it is cemented in place straight, as
this model is not adjusted with the
rudder. Re-sand the entire model’s
tail assembly and re-cement the
joints, as the surface is weakened
when the cement skin is removed by
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sanding.
The wing is built in sections and
joined in the conventional way,
with the polyhedral shown on the
plan. It is wise to use good firm
wood here as the wing has to carry
the load. Once again we suggest
checking the wood for straightness
- structural warps are not easily
removed.
While the original model was covered with tissue, we suggest you
cover your model with Sky-Sail if
it is to be flown in rough country.
There is no problem in flying a
model of this type. It was purposely designed slightly tailheavy, as this will allow the model
to spiral up, or loop, if there is no
turn present. This is better than
having the model spiral in under
power, as many do.
When a nose-heavy model is put
in a bank, the loss of lift, due to

the bank, creates an artificially misplaced centre of gravity and a spiraldive often ensues. Such flight patterns must be avoided with PAALoad models, as the extra weight of
the dummy has a tendency to tear up
the fuselage in a bad crash. On the
other hand, correctly adjusted, your
PAA-Master can fly out of sight at a
moment’s notice. We know from
sad experiences! (Plans on Page 24)
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IVAN POLONI

January 11, 1926 - November 4, 2016
I expected sooner or later would have happened, but since last
night, when I read the Message Giampaolo Rossi, I have a blues …
His name was familiar to me for some time. I found since the 50's
in various magazines that treated model airplane as the star of races, especially reproductions of u-control (or qualification, as they
were then called), or as the author of Chronicles and sull'aeromodellismo of articles.
We met in relatively recent years, perhaps in Pavullo or perhaps in
Udine in the field of Arizona 2000, and in one of the first old timer
rallies. Then our meetings.
They have become "regulars" and for years we met in Pavullo for the
annual gathering SAM Italy, in Grassobbio and then in Zanica for
tavoettata and in Bassano del Grappa for the flight bound rally at
which, in the early years, the people of Bergamo of Falzone Group
those who were in the crowd with a coach (perhaps to avoid problems with the Poli Grappa or Nardini).
Meeting him was always a pleasure, thanks to his innate ability to
ratio tarsiers with others.
Of course it was also a great organic organizer, and, when he was
born the AIAS (Italian Association of Model Aircraft Old) SAM
Italy he was given immediately the post of Secretary.
March 18, 1987 "On this occasion the distribution to shareholders
of SAM-I minutes of the meeting held in Milan on February 22 and
since advancing a blank page, I thought than to fill it with a few
notes spicciola would not hurt anyone, rather!"
Eran one A4 sheet folded in two. Thus was born "AIAS News" the
SAM news of Italy which, from 7 April 1988, and thanks to the initiative of Caesar de Robertis, took the name "The Kite - News SAM
Italy - Chapter 62 -Italian Association Aehistoric "romodellismo.
Ivan, however, continued to hold the post of Secretary to throughout 1989. The members, from twenty initial of 1986, they had become two hundred and fourteen.
But Ivan did not stop interested in model airplanes. In recent years,
and until he could, issued by e-mail a personal newsletter called
"Ivan Polonimation but dedicated to all model pilots and a few pilot".
Those of you who have email provvedevo I will remember him because the spread between us.
Hello Ivan, you'll miss you.
Pine Carbini.
(From L’Aquilone, Italy, courtesy Google Translate)
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HNLMS Abraham Crijnssen.
This is what happened in 1942 aboard the HNLMS Abraham Crijnssen, the last Dutch warship standing after the
Battle of the Java Sea.
Originally planning to escape to Australia with three other warships, the
then-stranded minesweeper had to
make the voyage alone and unprotected. Knowing their only chance of survival was to make it to the Allies
Down Under, the Crijnssen's 45 crew
members frantically brainstormed
ways to make the retreat undetected.
The winning idea? Turn the ship into
an island.
You can almost hear crazy-idea guy
anticipating his shipmates' reluctance: Now guys, just hear me out.
But lucky for him, the Abraham
Crijnssen was strapped for time, resources and alternative means of escape, automatically making the island
idea the best idea. Now it was time
to put the plan into action.
The crew went ashore to nearby islands and cut down as many trees as
they could lug back onto the deck.
Then the timber was arranged to look
like a jungle canopy, covering as much
square footage as possible. Any leftover parts of the ship were painted
to look like rocks and cliff faces
these guys weren't messing around.
Now, a camouflaged ship in deep trouble is better than a completely exposed ship. But there was still the
problem of the Japanese noticing a
mysterious moving island and wondering what would happen if they shot at
it.
Because of this, the crew figured the
best means of convincing the Axis
powers that they were an island was
to truly be an island: by not moving at
all during daylight hours. While the
sun was up they would anchor the
ship near other islands, then cover as
much ocean as they could once night
fell praying the Japanese wouldn't
notice a disappearing and reappearing
island amongst the nearly 18,000 existing islands in Indonesia. And, as
luck would have it, they didn't.
The Crijnssen managed to go undetected by Japanese planes and avoid
the destroyer that sank the other
Dutch warships, surviving the eightday journey to Australia and reuniting with Allied forces.
Sometimes in life, the guy with the
so-crazy-it-just-might-work
ideas
hits one out of the park and saves
the day. This is what happened in
1942 aboard the HNLMS Abraham
Crijnssen, the last Dutch warship
standing after the Battle of the Java
Sea.
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From VTR President, Barton List.

On the bottom of the original Phantom Plan by Bill Dean, there is an alternative shown. The wingspan is increased to
24 inch, the fuselage lengthened by 2 inches and the U/C leg lengthened by 1 inch.
The engine shown on the plan is the Sheereshaw Bantam 19 Sparkie. To me it makes a better proportioned, easier
flying model. Here is mine just finished for the next SAM 35 Authenticity Event at Old Warden.
The motor on board is the Bantam 19 sparkie that runs surprisingly well and very loudly indeed. In fact I read an old
test report that said running it sounded like tearing Calico. The pilot is Miss Flippina d' Bird. I wonder if Bill would
have approved.
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LEXIPHILIA - WHO ON
EARTH DREAMS THESE
UP? A lexophile of course!
I did a theatrical performance about puns. It was
a play on words.
Why were the Indians
here first? They had reservations.
I didn't like my beard at
first. Then it grew on me.
Did you hear about the
cross-eyed teacher who
lost her job because she
couldn't control her pupils?
When you get a bladder
infection, urine trouble.
Broken pencils are pointless.

Who flew before the Wright Brothers?

By Miss Cellania
Orville and Wilbur Wright are generally credited with being
the first in flight. Whether that's true depends on your
definition of "flight". If you mean controlled, powered and
sustained heavier-than-air human flight, then that's what
they are known for, but even that may not be quite true,
since controlled and sustained are not black-or-white
terms. There were plenty of aviation pioneers working on
flying in the nineteenth century; after all, we had automobiles and balloons and gliders already, many figured it
shouldn't be too difficult to combine them. And there were
some substantial cash rewards up for grabs around the turn
of the century.
(Turn to page 29)
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Felix du Temple de la Croix was a French Naval officer who received
a patent for a flying machine in 1857. This version never flew, but the
steam engine design was successfully used to power boats in later
years. By 1874, he had developed a lightweight steam-powered monoplane which flew short distances under its own power after take=off
from a ski-jump.
Alexander Fyodorovich Mozhayskiy was a Russian Naval officer who
tackled the problem of heavier-than-air flight twenty years before
the Wright Brothers. His 60-100 foot hop of 1884 is now considered
a power-assisted take=off, utilizing a ramp for lift. Since his
flat=wing monoplane was 75 feet long itself, the event must've been underwhelming. Although not considered a real powered flight, Mozhayskiy
made some significant breakthroughs in propulsion and steering. The details of Mozhayskiy's research have been somewhat obscured due to the
Soviet's use of his story for propaganda purposes.
French inventor Clement Ader distinguished himself as the first to develop stereo sound, among his many engineering innovations. He was the
first to achieve self-propelled flight, with a batwing aircraft powered by
a steam engine. His first flight was around 50 meters, on October 9,
1890, a full 13 years before the Wright Brothers! He then designed a
better flying machine that reportedly flew 200 yards in 1892. A public
demonstration in 1897 apparently ended badly, and Ader lost his Department of War funding.
American-turned-English citizen Sir Hiram Maxim invented the automatic
machine gun and the mousetrap. He also fought Thomas Edison over the
patent for the light bulb. His airplane, the Maxim Flyer, was enormous.
It had a 104 foot wingspan, including a 40-foot centre "kite" section. A
steam engine powered two 18-foot propellers. The plane was tethered to
a railroad track, so the altitude of flight would not exceed nine inches
during tests. However, on July 31st, 1894, the plane broke free of the
restraint and achieved an altitude of almost five feet!
American Augustus Moore Herring applied for a patent for a mansupporting, heavier-than-air, motorized, controllable flying machine in
1896. On October 11, 1899, he flew 50 feet in a glider with a compressed air engine in St. Joseph, Michigan, and flew 73 feet on October
22nd, a flight that was witnessed and reported in the local newspaper.
Modern aviation engineers consider Herring's flights as glider flights
(resembling a hang glider), and not a significant advance in aviation.
Gustave Whitehead, a German immigrant to the United States, built
several airplanes before the Wrights took
their first flight. A 1935 account in Popular
Aviation magazine said Whitehead had flown
a steam-powered plane as early as 1899! He
was also reported to have flown a gasolinepowered plane on August 14, 1901 in Fairfield,
Connecticut. A 1901 newspaper account told
the story, but it is the only source from that
time period. A reproduction of the airplane
Whitehead used in the 1901 flight (known as
Number 21) was built and successfully flight tested in 1997, pointing to the
possibility that he could have flown earlier than the Wright Brothers.
Karl Jatho of Hanover, Germany tested his flat-winged airplane several times
between August and November 1903. His longest flight was less than 200 feet
at an altitude of about 10 feet, but it was still motorized flight, months before the Wright Brothers. He later improved the plane design and successfully flew longer and higher in 1909.
The Rev. Burrell Cannon was inspired by the book of Ezekiel when he built the
Ezekiel Airship around 1900, with $20,000 from investors. The first model
was destroyed during shipping. There is no concrete evidence that the second
model ever flew, but four witnesses said they saw it fly at an
altitude of about 12 feet in 1902. The Rev. Cannon was not one
of the witnesses, as he was preaching that day when his employee, Gus Stamps, reportedly decided to take a spin in the airship.
There were no photographs, and no repeat performances. A replica of the Ezekiel Airship is on display at the Depot Museum in
Pittsburgh. Texas.
Possibly the best claim to successful powered and controlled
flight before the Wright Brothers comes from New Zealand.
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Richard Pearse of Waitohi worked on the problem
of powered flight beginning in 1899, and developed
an aircraft that quite resembled a modern ultralight. Pearse would have beaten the Wrights by
eight months if he hadn't crashed at the end of
his 140 meter flight on March 31st, 1903. Or maybe it was the lack of photographs, logs, or written
records of the flight. The few eyewitnesses
couldn't agree on the length of the flight, or even
the exact date. Some accounts place the flight as
early as 1902; some as late as 1904. Since the
landing wasn't really any rougher than the
Wright's landing during that first flight at Kill
Devil Hills, the lack of documentation probably
kept Pearse out of most history books.
Orville and Wilbur Wright will always be known as
the first fliers for several reasons. The design of
their successful plane was a breakthrough for the curvature of the wings, which provided lift. They had carefully
documented records, photographs, and credible witnesses. They were masters of publicity and promotion; for example, taking President Theodore Roosevelt for an airplane ride (on film) didn't hurt their reputation a bit. And there
was that feud with the Smithsonian Institution. The Wright Brothers plane was finally consigned to the Institution
in 1948 when the conservators agreed to this stipulation from Orville's estate:
Neither the Smithsonian Institution or its successors, nor any museum or other agency, bureau or facilities
administered for the United States of America by the Smithsonian Institution or its successors shall publish
or permit to be displayed a statement or label in connection with or in respect of any aircraft model or design
of earlier date than the Wright Aeroplane of 1903, claiming in effect that such aircraft was capable of carrying a man under its own power in controlled flight.
The science of aviation also owes a lot to the research of those who built planes but never successfully flew. The
history of aviation is full of colourful characters, many of whom developed pieces of what eventually became our
modern airplanes. Such breakthroughs, of course, continued after the Wright Brother's flight of 1903 and still
continue today, but those earliest flights were the most exciting.
Frank Ehling’s “Request” was published in the
September 1941 was published in the September of Air Trails. The article included one of
the earliest offers by model magazines to supply full-size plans. The price was 25 cents!
More about those plans later.
The Request spans 44 inches, and with 7-3/8
inch chord, the area is a little over 300 sq.in.
Frank pointed out an unusual, yet positive characteristic of this model. As shown by the plans,
the thrust line and stab are at zero, while the
wing has a pretty fair amount of positive incidence relative to the thrust/stab line. The ship, regardless of the power used, wuld climb at a steep angle, but
showed no tendency to loop. Even when Frank tried to make it loop (for a looping contest) by shimming more angular
difference into the wind and stab (negative in the stab, more positive in the wing) the only result was a steeper and
faster climb, but no loops! The ship could easily handle hot Class A engines, such as the Bantam, as well as Class B.
And now about those plans.
There’s a bunch of errors. After blowing up the plans to full-size, we’ve taken the liberty of making some obvious
corrections. If you count the half-inch squares on the stab, you’ll find that the half-span is eight inches, not eleven,
so the full span is 16 inches.
Checking the rib pattern, we’d say the front spar is 3/16 x 1/2, not 1/8 x 1/2, and don’t believe the perspective view
of the “wing spar joint”. The gussets appear to be two-piece joined at the centreline!
As for the fuselage, the “Layout for Top of Fuselage” really shows the main bottom longerons, or crutch. You have
to go by the photos, but the top longeron come together, we’d say at Station 8.
Where it says fuselage assembly “Step One”, that 4-5/8” dimension should go to the bottom longeron, which also
doesn’t stop at Station 5, but goes all the way to the aft end of the model!
Build two sides with full length longerons, but only with verticals back to Station 5. Assemble the two sides over the
… er … “top view”. Judging from the photos Frank ran the two top longerons together as one 3/16 x 3/8 inch spine,
matching them to the same “V” as formed by the bottom longerons. After finishing the top assembly the bottom
round bulkheads and stringers are added.
Oh well … who follows plans to the letter anyway! Right, Frank?
[From Model Builder September, 1986]
(Turn to page 31
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he Request was designed to give good flying results. It lived
up to our expectations in more ways than one. The ship was
first flown as Class A with the new Bantam engine. This
combination was considered hot. Later the ship was sold. The
new owner used a Hi-Speed engine and the model’s glide was
improved despite the additional two ounces of engine weight.
The new owner was disappointed. It seems he wanted the model
to perform like a real ship, and the only type of flight it turned in
was that of a scientific model constantly pointing its nose to the
sky and climbing until the ignition timer stopped the engine.
Flights of this description were common even under low power.
Under increased power the model would not fly at a greater angle but would climb at a faster rate of speed.
At a recent contest a stunt event was being run off. The Request
was entered and adjusted to loop. Positive incidence was applied
to the wing and negative to the tail. During the flights the engine
was opened to the limit. The ship climbed with a terrific rate of
speed yet showed no signs of looping.
And now a few words in reference to the construction. Streamlining was incorporated in the job if it provided (turn to page 33)
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some strength. The large nose block added strength to the
ship’s nose. The fuselage brought to a triangle (crosssectional view) at the rear gave strength to that portion.
The round formers and their stringers built on the underside
of the fuselage combined with the triangular-shaped top
side gave the body a more or less teardrop cross section,
which offers less resistance than a square or a rectangle.
Additional streamlining is offered by celluloid windshield.
With regard to the aerodynamical viewpoint. The thrust
line is designed just high enough to make possible a fairly
short landing gear, thereby cutting down considerable drag.
The polyhedral wing gives the ship a “rolling” flight characteristic while the ship is climbing instead of the tight spirals that sometimes spin a model to destruction. The stabilizer is placed low in regard to the wing to afford a biplane
effect, thus increasing stability. The main wing dihedral
and the rudder combination are planned so that the ship can
be made to spiral in either direction by simply using the
rudder tab.
The fuselage is built in the conventional manner. One side
is built upon the other. When dry, remove from the plan
and separate the lower longerons and a portion of the top
longerons (the short distance up to where the triangle
starts). The cross-pieces are cemented in their respective
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places. The formers are cut out of stock, notched and cemented to the bottom side of the fuselage. The stringers are
then added. The motor mounts are shaped and mounted in
the fuselage with plenty of cement. The landing gear is
bent to shape, then cemented and bound to the to the uprights and motor bearers. The nose block is cemented lightly in position and then carved to shape. After it is removed
it is hollowed out until its wall thickness is about 1/4”. The
windshield former is cemented in place and the windshield
itself is made from a stiff grade of celluloid. The dowel
(front fastener for wing) is cemented in position, and the
ship is ready to be sanded and covered.
The wing is of the two-spar-type construction. Make a fullsize drawing. Cut sufficient ribs and wing-tip parts from
the correct thicknesses of sheet stock. Construct wing and
put gussets at each break in dihedral.
The stabilizer is made of sheet stock and ribs. When dry,
sand to a streamline section. When dry, sand to a streamline section. The rudder is made in a similar fashion. The
coil and batteries are then installed. The easiest way to find
their location is to mount motor, wheels and stabilizer and
then measure off 30 percent from the leading edge of the
wing, placing the weights so that the model balances at that
point.
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Why the Military Is Investing in Paper Airplanes
Disposable drones could save lives - and money
By Erin Blakemore smithsonian.com

February 6, 2017 12:02PM

In the midst of disaster, small items like batteries or medical supplies can be a matter of life or death. But what is
the safest and most cost-effective way to deliver those items? The U.S. military is investing resources into answering that question. Along they way, they've come up with an unexpected way to pull off dangerous, one-way resupply
missions; it's a solution that involves, of all
things, paper airplanes.
As IEEE Spectrum’s Evan Ackerman reports, the
Defence Advanced Research Projects Agency has
a new program devoted to creating disposable and perhaps paper - drones. The DARPA program
is called ICARUS (short for Inbound, Controllable, Air-Releasable, Unrecoverable Systems), and
it’s aimed at creating what the agency calls
"vanishing air vehicles that can make precise deliveries of critical supplies and then vaporize into
thin air.”
If paper airplanes don’t exactly seem to fit that
bill, think again. Otherlab, a San Francisco-based
This paper plane could one day change the way the U.S. military handles
group that specializes in using unusual materials
one-way supply missions.
to create unexpected machines, has received
DARPA funding for a drone called APSARA (Aerial Platform Supporting Autonomous Resupply/Actions).
Behind this lengthy acronym is a concept that’s actually kind of ingenious. APSARA drones are mainly cardboard and
packing tape with a few very simple hardware elements like a battery and GPS system. The tiny package of electronics helps steer the paper plane toward its target. Once they drop their payload (about 2.20 pounds for a 3.3-foot
drone) they eventually disintegrate. Ackerman notes that DARPA is funding a separate program - with a separate
acronym, of course - that will hopefully develop electronics that disappear or degrade just like the disposable drone.
The drones even have a tasty twist: they’ll eventually be made from mushrooms. As Tim Wright notes for Smithsonian’s Air and Space, the drones won’t be cardboard forever. Rather, Otherlab intends to eventually make them from
mycelium - the mushroom's filamentous off-shoots that acts a bit like roots. It’s a renewable resource, and one
that Otherlab hopes will make the drone disappear even more rapidly once its work is done.
Paper airplanes? Mushroom messengers? It’s all part of a day’s work for DARPA, which already has plans for everything from fairy tale-inspired drone swarms to self-steering bullets. The projects may seem futuristic - even esoteric. But they’re all built with safety in mind. Whether or not cardboard or mushroom drones ever make it to the
battlefield, the future of warfare is shaping up to be strange indeed.

BOXKITE - 1976 STYLE
Originality has always been a characteristic of French light aviation. Andre Starck has gone out of his way
to design a biplane racer that is
most definitely “pas comme les autres”.
Finished last July after three years
and seven months work by a Paris
barrister, Claude Chevassut, and his
son, the AS 27-01 Starcky is based
on Starck’s earlier AS 20.
Small Span (15ft 5in), full stagger
and a narrow gap between the biplane wings are emphasised by the

boxed-in tips, which carry ailerons
inclined at 45 degrees. The box is
claimed to counteract the need for
dihedral and the structure is extraordinarly rigid. In level flight
the steeply inclined ailerons have
normal sensitivity; the wing area is
74.3 sq. feet. At large angles of
attack the tip boxes act as supple-

mental lifting surfaces, operating at
roughly half the angle of attack of
the mainplane. Aileron control is
sustained down to low speeds, and
the gross surface effectively increases to 90 sq. feet. Finnish ply
covering maintains the NACA 63015
section perfectly, and initial flight
tests have been most promising.
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A 105 hp Potes flat-four engine has been loaned for
trials and it is closely cowled in the long nose (fuselage
length is 17ft 6in); fuel is in two tanks (6.6 gal in front
of the cockpit and 11.9 gal aft) and the range is 540
n.m. The leaf-spring, cable-braced landing gear is fuselage-mounted and seems very simple, though it is not
as yet faired for racing.
Meanwhile, designer Starck has the AS 37 on the
drawing board, with a wingspan of 6 m 30, a length of 6
m and a height of 1 m 60, its empty weight is 400 kg.
Configuration is identical except that this is a tricyclegear two-seater with the cabin in the extreme nose,
ahead of a buried 60 h.p. Citroen G12 engine from that
company’s GS car. This drives two propellers at halfspan positions on the trailing edge of the upper wings.
Stagger is increased to allow clearance, and drive is
through Powergrip timing belts with a 2:1 reduction.
The advantages claimed by Starck include carrying two
people at 100 mph, while burning 2¼ gallons per hour,
with a range of 1,500 Klm. Take off in nil winds 140
metres. Ceiling 4,500 metres, and “descente parachutale” for true Stol performance.

JUST TO REFRESH YOUR MEMORY......!
Interesting….
 Glass takes one million years to decompose, which

means it never wears out and can be recycled an infinite amount of times!

 Gold is the only metal that doesn't rust, even if it's
buried in the ground for thousands of years.

 Your tongue is the only muscle in your body that is attached at only one end.

 If you stop getting thirsty, you need to drink more
water. When a human body is dehydrated, its thirst
mechanism shuts off.

 Zero is the only number that cannot be represented by
Roman numerals.

 Kites were used in the American Civil War to deliver
letters and newspapers.

 The song Auld Lang Syne is sung at the stroke of mid-

night in almost every English-speaking country in the
world to bring in the new year.

 Drinking water after eating reduces the acid in your
mouth by 61 percent.

 Drinking a glass of water before you eat may help digestion and curb appetite.

 Peanut oil is used for cooking in submarines because it
doesn't smoke unless it's heated above 450F.

 The roar that we hear when we place a seashell next

 Warner Communications paid 28 million for the copy-

right to the song Happy Birthday, which was written in
1935!

 Intelligent people have more zinc and copper in their
hair.

 A comet's tail always points away from the sun.
 The Swine Flu vaccine in 1976 caused more death and
illness than the disease it was intended to prevent.

 Caffeine increases the power of aspirin and other
painkillers, that is why it is found in some medicines.

 The military salute is a motion that evolved from me-

dieval times, when knights in armour raised their visors to reveal their identity.

 If you get into the bottom of a well or a tall chimney

and look up, you can see stars, even in the middle of
the day.

 When a person dies, hearing is the last sense to go.
The first sense lost is sight.

 In ancient times strangers shook hands to show that
they were unarmed.

 Strawberries and cashews are the only fruits whose
seeds grow on the outside.

 Avocados have the highest calories of any fruit at 167
calories per hundred grams.

 The moon moves about two inches away from the
Earth each year.

to our ear is not the ocean, but rather the sound of
blood surging through the veins in the ear.

 The Earth gets 100 tons heavier every day due to fall-

 Nine out of every 10 living things live in the ocean.
 The banana cannot reproduce itself. It can be propa-

 Due to earth's gravity it is impossible for mountains

gated only by the hand of man.

 Airports at higher altitudes require a longer airstrip
due to lower air density.

 The University of Alaska spans four time zones.
 The tooth is the only part of the human body that cannot heal itself.

 In ancient Greece, tossing an apple to a girl was a traditional proposal of marriage. Catching it meant she
accepted.

ing space dust.

to be higher than 15,000 meters.

 Mickey Mouse is known as "Topolino" in Italy.
 Soldiers do not march in step when going across bridges because they could set up a vibration which could
be sufficient to knock the bridge down.

 Everything weighs one percent less at the equator.
 For every extra kilogram carried on a space flight,
530 kg of excess fuel are needed at lift-off.

 The letter J does not appear anywhere on the periodic
table of the elements.
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http://outerzone.co.uk/download_this_plan.asp?ID=5001
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The moral of the story of the Vixen is short and
to the point. “Keep your dethermalizer in good
operating condition.” Because I didn’t, the
contest career of the original ship was likewise
short.
First, brought into the fray at the Tallcorn
meet, the Vixen quickly snagged one of the
sparse thermals on “A” day and turned in good
time to buoy my hopes while trying to extract it
from hiding in a huge cornfield. Getting back
to the field late in the afternoon, we found our
good friend Dutch Hess, of De Kalib III, firmly
entrenched in the top spot in Class A. Two
more flights with the motor having fits of temperament left Dutch still on top with a 30 sec.
edge and yours truly in second place. However,
I had the last laugh in this instance, for when
the sponsors of the meet were unable to pay off
the myriad of bills run up in promoting the big
contest, Dutch was left holding the bag for a
prize. Meanwhile the local Plymouth dealer
donated a $200 trip to Detroit for the best home
town performance, a prize I was pleased to
accept!
At Detroit, of all places, the balky motor
balked its last and I gave it the heave-ho and
installed another before tackling the annual
Waterloo Prop Twisters meet, one of the best in
the Midwest. Fellow clubman John Heasley,
home from college on vacation, found the simple lines of the Vixen the correct prescription
for scarcity of building time and quickly turned
out an Ohlsson 23 version. Test flown the night
before the contest, he soon had it performing so
well that the next day he handily won first in
Class B
But to return to the moral - originally the
dethermalizer installation was permanently
fixed with a wire and tubing hinge. Of course
you can guess what happened - as I should have
known it would. On a hard landing the hinge
tore loose and in the contest hustle the break
was left un-repaired. So although I was lucky
in snagging only a weak thermal on the first
flight at Waterloo and none on the second, on
the third my fate caught up with me. After a
6:23 official flight, which ensured first place in
Class A, Vixen disappeared into the blue. And
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I mean disappeared, for when it turned up
months later during the corn picking season, it
was some 25 miles away.
Several others have now been built on the
strength of the fine climbing and gliding abilities of the first two versions, but they have a
slight alteration, which you may note on the
plan - a much more sensible and simpler dethermalizer hinge arrangement.
You should find the Vixen just the thing for
the present contest season, with the ‘49 rules the
same as last year.
The plans may be easily enlarged by use of
the scale ruler which appears on the plans.
With this, all dimensions may be taken directly
from the drawings. Full size patterns of al ribs
and formers make drawing up the working
plans a task that should not dismay anyone.
The fuselage is simple but strong. Build the
sides of the rectangular main frame one on top
of the other and connect them together. Add the
pylon, built up from 1/8” sheet laminations,
notched to fit into the top of the fuselage main
frame and sanded to streamline shape. Cement
formers A to H in place, planking with 1/8”
sheet over formers A and add 1/8” stringers
over the rest, to form the turtleback on the fuselage.
The motor used should preferably be a radially-mounted type such as Arden 19, Ohlsson 23
or K&B 24. These may easily be mounted by
cementing the nuts on the back of the plywood
firewall and bolting to it directly. If you want
to use some other type of motor, small mounts
may be made from galvanized sheet metal. For
motors other than an Arden, a gas tank must be
mounted in the fuselage. It is recommended
that this be sealed in the fuselage permanently
with U-control type filler tubes protruding out
of the planking.
On the original ship a D– E fuel shutoff valve
was used and gave dependable service. Other
types such as the K&B Austia may also be used
with slight modification to fit their operation.
At this point I would like to say an enthusiastic
word concerning the use of glow plug engines
in free flight. There has been some opposition
to this, but after a season’s flying out club is for
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them 100% and wouldn’t think of switching
back to ignition and the attendant multiplicity
of things to go wrong. That first knotty problem - the effect of the fuels on finish = is now
out of the way with the new finishes, cements,
and dopes that are impervious to hot stuff.
The wing and tail are of dependable Goldberg multi-spar construction and all details
relative to their construction appear on the
plans. The dihedral should be installed in the
wing before the leading edge planking is applied.
The dethermalizer pivot block is made from
soft pine and cemented in place. An aluminium bracket at the rear of the elevator, with a
hole to pass the timer pull rod, is securely
fastened in place. A guide tab at the front part
of the elevator prevents it from sliding or
twisting when released. The pressure of the
rubber bands must be kept light or there will
be an undue amount of friction acting on the
timer pull rod and cause its operation to be
erratic. If your tail does not pop up satisfactorily when the timer releases, try adding a small
rubber pull band on the leading edge of the
rudder about a third of the way up and running
it down to the fuselage. This gives a little
starting inertia to ge the tail started up. A
piece of kit string is used to keep it from popping up too high; an angle of around 40 to 45
degrees is generally considered best, but you
can experiment with the angle if you think the
ship is coming down too fast or at too steep an
angle.
The original ship was covered with silk that
had been dyed. If you don’t care for silk, GM
silkspan or Jap Tissue will be satisfactory.
The front part of the plane should be finished
in a hot fuel-proof paint to prevent the fuel
from deteriorating the cement and covering.
You can get by quite well with only this
amount of protection, if you are careful not to
spill the raw fuel around on the plane. If you
want more total protection, try one of the clear
varnish finishes, such as Seal-Sure. The places most affected usually are the areas around
the motor and tank, and the side and half of the
stab in the exhaust stream. The wing seldom
has any contact with fuel in concentrated
enough form to harm ordinary clear dope.
One objection that many fliers have to glow
plugs in free flight ships is that you can’t satisfactorily throttle down the motor to make test
flights. To me, this is no objection because I
have long thought the throttled-down motor is
no way to make a test flight that will prove
anything. Instead I use full power or fairly
near full power and keep the motor run short,
about 3-1/2 to 4 seconds. A pylon ship always
begins to climb and gain altitude before beginning to wind in under a maladjustment. I have
never had a ship yet that was so seriously off
keel that the motor did not cut before the ship
was still a safe distance from the ground, even
in a downward spiral. I have seen many builders make several flights successfully with
throttled down motor and then raise it to 3/4
and then give it full power. On the full power
flight the ship almost always shows different
characteristics than it did on the others, and
often with disastrous results. So I’ll stick to
my guns and say that if you really want to find
out what the ship is doing, rev it up to at least
3/4 throttle. Most pylon ships fly best on right
turn under power and left turn in the glide. If
you prefer a tight circle in the glide, it is almost a certainty that you will have to put right
thrust in the motor.
Al the removable surfaces should be securely keyed to the parts that they attach against so
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that once the adjustment is secured it may be
kept. This business of adjustment the morning
of every meet will sooner or later catch up
with you and leave you nothing but a basketful of scraps. Even with permanent adjustments a check flight is still advisable because
of that possibility of a little warp, but at least
the whole routine will not be necessary.
Incidentally, we’d like to say a word on landing gears. Originally we toyed with a one
wheel pop-up design. But no matter how well
you get them working, 9 out of 10 is about the
best average of good take-offs you can expect.
And that tenth one is at the big contest where
you can least afford poor results. So on the
Vixen, after starting fancy we ended plain, and
have indicated a simple two wheel gear which
will give you a good take-off when the contest
director should require. A wrinkled prune to
all those responsible for off-again, on-again
ROG rules. They should either be off or on,
preferably off. Or even more preferably, leave
it to the contestant as in the proposed rule for

20 second motor run ROG, or 15 sec. hand
launch. Those that hand launch would have to
take a few seconds penalty and those ROGing
would get a few seconds advantage. But neither
would be the victim of the occasional contest
director who likes to see a model graveyard at the
end of his inadequate runway.
Remember our moral on dethermalizers, because the Vixen romps off in a thermal as the
slightest opportunity.

Contest
Calendar
2017

SAM 600 Australia
Victorian Old Timers Association Inc.
10 Cunningham Drive
Endeavour Hills
Vic 3802

Contests commence at 10 am, unless otherwise stated.
The MAAA 2013 Rules apply.

The CD for all SAM600 events will be nominated on the day of the event.
General Meeting Echuca 9am March 26th / AGM Cohuna 9am September 10th
All 1/2A, Duration & Texaco events will have the electric equivalent

April 12th---17th
Easter

Canowindra, NSW. SAM Champs Down Under.
SAM 1788 Competition.

May 6 & 7

Cohuna Vic /SA State champs
Saturday: 1/2A Texaco, Burford, Duration.
Sunday: Texaco, ‘38 Antique.

May 20th & 21st

Ballarat
Saturday: 1/2A Texaco, Burford, Duration.
Sunday: Texaco, ‘38 Antique, Climb & Glide.

September 9th & 10th

Echuca
Saturday: 1/2A Texaco, Burford, Duration.
Sunday:
9am AGM Meeting, Texaco, ‘38 Antique, Climb & Glide.

Sept 30th & Oct 1st

Eastern States Gas Champs ( Wangarrata )
SAM 1788 Contest.

November 11th & 12th

Cohuna
Saturday: 1/2A Texaco, Burford, Duration.
Sunday: Texaco, ‘38 Antique, Climb & Glide.

November 26th

Ballarat
Sunday: 1/2A Texaco, Texaco, Duration, Climb & Glide.
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About the
THERMALEER
Span 76” – Area 720
sq.inches = Designed
by Daniel Veronica
and published in Air
Trails 1940 – Built
by Robert Livin –
Owned by Plenny
Bates – Aveox Sport
40 direct drive
electric motor –
Planked construction. The only
straight line is the
centre line.
All of the old timers
have too much dihedral so Robert took
a bunch out and it
turned out the plane
was difficult to control. So he bit the
bullet and took the
turtle deck over the
wing apart and incre3ased the dihederal. It now
flies fine.

